THE TRADE MARK KNOWN IN EVERY HOME

UNIVERSAL
LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Vacuum Bottles and Accessories
UNIVERSAL, The Vacuum Bottle with Nested Cups

All UNIVERSAL Vacuum Bottles have extra cups with folding handles, which nest in the cover which permits serving even the hottest liquids, safely and comfortably, without scalded fingers. UNIVERSAL Vacuum Bottles are best to buy for other reasons too. All UNIVERSAL nickel-plated bottles are of rust-proof construction throughout and are unexcelled in sanitation.

Every filler—the unseen heart of the bottle—is of highest quality, protected by a patented shock-absorber, insulated by an efficient vacuum, inspected and subjected to a twenty-four temperature test before packing. They positively keep liquids hot 24 hours or cold 72 hours. Every UNIVERSAL Bottle is American-made throughout. You cannot see these things, but if you wisely choose a UNIVERSAL that trade-mark becomes your guarantee of quality, inside and out.

For the motorists, yachtnmen and picnickers there is the UNIVERSAL Luncheon Set with complete equipment to safely carry, properly serve and thoroughly enjoy steaming hot or ice cold liquids and tasty food.

No. 414 $30.00
For Four Persons
Other types of Motor Luncheon Sets for Two, Four, Six and Seven Persons

No. 5282 $8.75
Club Lunch Set
With Nickel Bottle and Lunch Box
A Vacuum Bottle for every need

UNIVERSAL Lunch Kits

LUNCH KIT
No. 310 $2.85
Strongest and best made Lunch Kit on the market. Very durable and of fine appearance. Pint and Quart UNIVERSAL Vacuum Bottle included in each kit. The ideal food carrier for those who take their lunch to shop, office or school.

VACUUM BOTTLE

UNIVERSAL Vacuum Specialties

Very convenient for the service of hot or cold drinks in the Dining Room, Sleeping Room or Porch. Very Handy for the Busy Executive. These Vacuum Specialties can be had in many Fine Colored Enamel Finishes to match any color schemes.
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UNIVERSAL LUNCH KITS

No. 310 $2.85
Strongest and best made Lunch Kit on the market. Very durable and of fine appearance. Pint and Quart UNIVERSAL Vacuum Bottle included in each kit. The ideal food carrier for those who take their lunch to shop, office or school.

VACUUM BOTTLE
COLUMBIA Workmen's Lunch Kit

This Lunch Kit is offered in response to many calls for a slightly cheaper kit than the UNIVERSAL.

It is well designed and sturdily made of heavy gauge tin plate. The food compartment is roomy and well ventilated. A simple and easily operated clip holds the vacuum bottle firmly in the cover. Handsomely finished in black with nickel plated trimmings.

No. 2011 Lunch Kit. Black Finish. $2.00
Bottle has polished aluminum shoulder and Drinking Cup
Length 10 1/2 inches. Width 4 3/4 inches. Height 7 inches

UNIVERSAL
Carrying Cases

Tan Sole Leather
For Two Bottles
No. 611 Pint $7.00
No. 612 Quart 10.00

Black Leatherol for one bottle
No. 500 Half Pint $2.00
No. 501 Pint 2.50
No. 502 Quart 3.00
Other types of Carrying Cases in Black Fibre, Black Leatherol and Tan Hide.